
SUMMARY: 
A digital version of the age old favorite alphabet 
fridge magnets. Includes upper case, lower case, 
numbers, punctuation, and 3 sets of icons. Each 
magnet comes in 6 different colors (e.g. red, green, 
blue, azure, pink, and yellow). Magnet size and 
sound effects cam be managed in the settings. 
Multiple backgrounds are available.

ELA: Use to practice sight & spelling words, make 
big words, manipulate root words, prefixes, 
suffixes, etc...

Math: Explore place value, create word problems 
and number sentences.

ABC MAGNETIC 
ALPHABET HD

COST: $1.99 (Also has a LITE and Full version)

Product-Based/Consumptive

Rating: 4+

Web Version: No

Accounts: No

Differentiation: Students can customize the 
color and size of the letters and icons as well as 
the backgrounds.

Reporting: Screens would need to be saved 
to the photo roll via a screenshot* and then 
emailed** to the teacher.

Ads and 
Inappropriate 
Content: No 
connection to social 
networks.  Only 
ads available 
(found in settings) 
are to other apps 
by the developer.

Author: Lisa 
Johnson

Across The Classroom
Screencasts: Students can narrate their word problem or words using an app like ScreenChomp. 

Type Defender: Students can further practice their site words or spelling words by adding them in 

to Type Defender app.	
Postcard: Write a sentence using one of your words and a screenshot from the app and send a postcard to a 

parent using Bill Atkinson or Write About This app.

Puppets: Create a Puppet Pals skit using some of the words in context. Consider using the ABC Magnetic 

screenshot as a background.

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT RESOURCES:
• Step Sheet/Handout: See Page 2.

• Using Magnetic Alphabet in the Classroom
• Complete Library of App Integration Snapshots

App Integration Snapshots by Eanes ISD is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENGTZLncyWc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENGTZLncyWc
http://creativecommons.org/choose/www.eanesisd.net
http://creativecommons.org/choose/www.eanesisd.net
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/deed.en_US
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/deed.en_US


 1. ABC Magnetic Alphabet HD 
offers customization through 
the settings portion located 
in the upper right hand 
corner of the app.

2. Magnet colors can be 
changed by tapping on them 
in the tray prior to dragging 
them on to the work space. 

3. Magnets can be removed one 
by one by dragging them 
back to the tray or as a 
whole using the broom in the 
upper right hand corner.

App Integration Snapshots by Eanes ISD is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.

Thinglink	

Type Defender	

Puppet Pals	


Aliens Vs. Presidents	

ABC Magnetic Alphabet	


	


Visit the Ed Tech Site:

http://
eisdedtechs.weebly.com

Please contact your 
campus Ed Tech for 
additional training or a 
co-teaching opportunity.

APP INTEGRATION SNAPSHOTS 

Check out other titles in the collection!

* - Screenshots can be taken by 
pressing the home and off button at 
the same time.

** - Saving the teacher’s email to the 
Contacts prior to the activity will 
speed up the process for primary 
students.
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